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Q.1 tA) Consider the following three-dimensional Helmholtz equation in t25l

the following form:

a 2  a )

":+ * b{+ + .Lu= F(x, u,z),ox- oa
with initial conditions:

u(O, a) = fr(a) , u*(0, a) = fr(A) ,

u(x,O) = f r (x) ,  uu(x,0) = fo(x) .
Where;

F(x,A), fr(a), fr@), fu@), fo(x) and e,b, ). aregiven functions

and given constant respectively.

Solve the two-dimensional Schrodinger equation using the differential

transform method (DTW, in the following form:

F(x,U,z)  -  (L2x2 -  3xo )s in(y) .

a - b = l, )" = -2, and fr(y) - O, f"(U) - O.

(B) Consider the fol lowing three-dimensional Helmholtz equation in

the following form:

"*  
*  b*  *  

"*  
+ J"u = Flx ,  U,z) ,0x' 0A' 0z'

with in i t ia l  condi t ions:

u(O,U, z)  = f r@, z) ,  u,(O,A, z)  = f r (A,  z) .

u(x,O,z) = f r (x,z) ,  ua(x,O,z) = fo@,2).

u(x,U,0) = 
"G@,A),  u"(x,A,0) = /u(* ,a).

Where;
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ffi , fr(a, z), fo(a, zJ, fr(a, z), fu@,2\and e, b,

c, )" are given functions and given constant respectively'

solvethe three-dimensio nal Helmholtz equofion using the differential

transform method (DTIvt), in the following form:

F(x ,U,z \  -  (L2x2 -  4xo )s in(Y)  cos(z) '

a"=b=c=I, ) '=-4, and l(A,z)=0, fr(a,z):O'

(c) consider the nonlinear singular initial value problem:

)

A" + 
t  

A'  + 4(2e'  + ea' ' )  -  0
x

with initial conditions:

u(o):0, u'(o):o
Solve the nonlinear singular initial value problem using the adomian

decomPosition method IADM]'

Q.2 (A) c"^rd.r th. f"tlowing non-homogenous differential system:
r n  r l

l /3  l

y=z-cos(/),
dt

dxdul "+X*U=L,
dt dt

with initial conditions:

dut- - -=--  z-e-
dt

dz
- a Y -'d t a

with initial conditions:

x(0) =9, Y(0) =0, z(O\-2

Solve the non-homogenous differential system using the differential

transform method [DTMJ'

(B) consider the following systems of non-linear differential equations:

du--=- - '2X + U,
a J

dt

x(0) = g,  U(O) = 1

solve the non-linear differential systems using the differential

tr an sfo rm meth o d lDf lvl)'
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(c) The governing .Ourrton beam under
pure bending resting on fluid layer under axiar force is:

, ' ,0*v O2vot 
U7+ P 

A;* 
krv + F(x,t)  = O, 0 < x 1 L".

with boundary condit ions [Clamped_Simply supportedJ:

at x=O, W(x)-4!-(4 _g
dx

at x=L", w(x)_o'Y\*)=o
d.x'

solve the Riccati equation problem using the adomian decomposition
method IADMJ. Then compared the resurts with exact solutions,

Q3 (A) Consider the following R.rrt*qration

a'ft) = -(3 - aft))r,
with ini t ial  condit ions:

U(o) = 1
solve the Riccati equation probrem using the adomian decomposit ion
method IADMJ.

tB) consider the foi lowing Init ialvalue probrem equation

f d r l

L ' J  J

dA_
dt

t 'a '( t)  -  2to a(/)  + /s + 1

with ini t ial  condit ions:

g(o) = o'
solve the probrem using the adomian decomposit ion method

(C) Given the modal of wave equation:

cu 0u-^l- =
dt 0x

using central differencing and apply the von Neumann stability anarysis
to illustrate the application of stability analysis to the three-level FDEs

IADMJ.
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a4 (A) State the Classification of Partial Differential Equations? And state the

various types of boundary conditions?

(B) Determine the approximate forward difference representation for

03f /0x3 which is of the order (Lx), given evenly spaced grid points fi,

ft*r, ft*, and fl*, by means of:

i) Taylor series expansion.

ii) Forward difference reiurrence formula.

iii)A third-degree polynomial passing through the four points.

(C) For the function /(x) = sin(Zrcx), determine 0f /0x at x - 0,375 using

central difference representation of order (Lx)t and order (Ax)a. Use

step sizes of o.or, o.r and o.25. Compare the result with the exact

anaiytical solution and discuss the results.

This exam measures the fol lowing ILOs

Ques t i on  Number Q 1 ' a Q 1 - b Q3-b Q4-a Q1 ' c Q2'a Q3-a Q4-c

Q4-b Q 2 - b Q2'c Q3-c

Knowledge &understanding ski l ls Inte l lectual  Ski l ls Professional Skills

With our best wishes

Dr. RomzA M. Abulwarcdour
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